
For a FREE trial or to learn more, visit CampaignCal.com

Share your way. In addition to being able to share an 
always up-to-date marketing calendar with your entire 
organization, you can also easily display calendars 
designed for specific audiences.

Seamless collaboration. Campaign Calendar’s full 
Chatter integration makes sharing and collaborating 
on campaigns a cinch, ensuring no details are lost.

Hassle-free installation. Campaign Calendar is 100% 
Salesforce native, so it installs in minutes without any 
data migration or the need for complex configuration.

Your shared marketing calendar solution in Salesforce. 
If your team needs to visualize, manage, and share marketing projects and efforts, Campaign Calendar is the 
Salesforce native solution you’ve been looking for. 

Managing multiple marketing campaigns and events in Salesforce can be overwhelming and also difficult to track. 
Campaign Calendar makes working in Salesforce Campaigns simple by generating a shareable interactive marketing 
calendar right inside Salesforce, providing a single place to schedule, review and execute marketing efforts. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Campaign Calendar allows you to quickly visualize 
campaigns—from email, call and webinar to trade 
show, web and direct mail—basically, any type of 
campaign you can think of.

Multiple interactive custom calendars. Campaign 
Calendar uses Salesforce’s powerful Campaign List 
Views to create as many monthly, quarterly and 
annual views as your team requires.

Easy drag-and-drop calendar management.  
With Campaign Calendar, you can change campaign 
schedules and plan new campaigns in a matter  
of seconds.

I don’t know how we ever managed our many, many campaigns before Campaign Calendar. 
It makes visualizing and editing campaigns a breeze. Plus, the customer service is amazing!

Campaign Calendar is the solution for any team—Marketing, Sales, 
Management, etc.—that needs a marketing calendar in Salesforce.

Simple Pricing

$13
per month per user 
(paid annually)

$17 
per month per user
(paid monthly)

per instance
cover all your users
(contact us for pricing)
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